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SPORTS + Top Cat is Vincent Webb: page 11

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. "
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&tern Illinois University, Charleston

400 students sign anti-'Hit Mix' petition
BY JENNIFER PERYAM

ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

The Faculty Senate Tuesday was
shown a petition with 400 student
signatures that opposed che WEIU
88.9 Hie Mix format change.
Jesse Wu, a junior management
and marketing major and former
music director of WEIU 88.9,
shared the results of the petition
with the senate.
"I conducted the petition co assen
chat WEIU 88.9 should broadcast
various programming in recognition
of cultural, political, religious and
ideological diversity of Eascern's faculty and student body," Wu said
during the meeting.
WEIU 88.9 changed its format co
the Hie Mix, a collection of modern
songs, co reach a broader commw1ity and prepare disc jockeys for jobs
in corporate media. The station used
co play country, hip hop, jazz and
classical music.

LINDSEY CHOY / THE DALY EASlERN NEWS

Brenda Ross, director of admissions, speaks to Faculty Senate members
Tuesday afternoon about total enrollment at eastern for the fall semester.
"When I worked as the station's
music director, I went above and
beyond my duties and was applauded for playing hip hop music, and I
can't see why chis form of music is
now excluded," Wu said.
Last week, the Faculty Senate
failed co approve a communication
item chat would ask "WEIU 88.9 co

Erin Keefe,
junior
mathematics
major, learns
about her blood
type from
Monternez
Buckley, junior
biology major
and Red Cross
volunteer, at the
Red Cross blood
museum Tuesday
afternoon in the
Library Quad.

reconsider the format change. The
vote was tied 7-7 and therefore
failed.
"I bdieve Hie Mix still plays a
variety of different types of music
that represents different cultural values," said Jeff Owens, WEIU-FM
director.
""WEIU has crossed the lines of

breaking the American tradition of
college radio by excluding a diversity of music and can no longer ignore
students' opinions about the format
change," Wu said.
WU passed around the petition at
Pantherpalooza Sept. 8 where he got
125 signatures.
He also got signatures from students in clasres and from students
who attended the Black Student
Union pep rally.
"This petition is a last resort to lee
the station know students do care
about the format change because
this format change takes a huge
blow to the wliversity," Wu said.
"I salute you for caring about this
issue and for your representation in
a professional manner," Faculty
Senate Chair David Carpenter said.
WU said he plans to share the petition with the Student Senate.
The Faculty Senate meets at 2
p.m. Tuesdays in Booth Library
Conference Room 4440.

Red Bfoo

VICE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE

Cheney,
Edwards
battle in Ohio
CLEVELAND (AP) Hours
before the only vice presidential
debate of the campaign, Sen. John
Edwards told supporters Tuesday that
he and Vice President Dick Cheney
don't share the same view of the world
- "and that's a good thing."
Cheney, who was arriving in
Cleveland at rnidafternoon
after
preparing for the
debate from his
home in Jackson,
Wyo., was expected co offer a strong
rebuttal
to
Democratic pres- JOHN EDWARDS
idential candidate John Kerry's
criticism of cl1e
Bush administration and its policies in Iraq, a focus
of the first presidential debate.
Edwards likely DICK (HENEY
will brush aside
criticism of his 20-year career as a trial
lawyer while pointing out Cheney's ties
to corporate giant Halliburton when
they debate at Case Western Reserve
University. The confrontation is as
much about campaign momentum as
SEE DEBATE PAGE9

Internet
courses get
mixed reviews
BY SARAH R1vA

STAFF WRITER

LINDSEY CHOY /THE DALYEASlERN NEWS

STUDENTS GIVE BLOOD, GET EDUCATED
8v

LAUREN FRANCO

STAFF WRITER

The American Red Cross and Interactive
Mobile Museum arrived on Eastern's campus
Tuesday afternoon hoping to educate and create
awareness on how affective donating blood can be.
The American Red Cross "Mobile on Wheels"
Museum, which was located in the library quad
from noon to 4 p.m., is a traveling, interactive
exhibit containing trivia games, factual information and powerful testimonials from blood recipients, said Michelle Murnan, teacher of blood education for elementary, middle and high school students.
The mobile contained learning areas which were
divided into three zones. Each zone displayed the
need for blood, products and a donation process.

"Fifteen percent of blood comes
from high school and college
programs. You're the reason we
are saving lives."
M ICHELLE MURNAN, BLOOD EDUCATION TEACHER

Involved in the interactive museum, Murnan
educates the importance of regular blood donating
and feels it's important co provide a hands-on experience to gain a better understanding of blood
donating.
"Fifteen percent of blood comes from high
school and college programs. You're the reason we
are saving lives," Murnan said.
Collette Houcl1en, of program project lead, also

works for the American Red Cross. She is hoping
to create awareness by providing the public museum exhibit to che student population.
'Tm proud that the American Red Cross feels it's
important to donate blood to increase donorship,''
Houchen said.
To raise awareness, che American Red Cross created two traveling exhibits and launched an educational campaign titled the "Save a Llfe Tour,"
Murnan said. The two mobiles have traveled to
more than 300 communities across the United
States.
Ashley Shields, a junior nursing major, was one
of the many mobile participants.
"I bdieve donating blood can save a life. My
mocl1er needed a blood transfosion, and because of
a blood donor, she survived," Shields said. "It's very
SEE BLOOD PAGE 7

You can say goodbye to waking up,
getting dressed and heading to class
when it comes to online courses, but
like anything else, these particular
classes have their advantages and dis..
advantages.
Internet courses are growing in
popularity because we are living in a
technological society, said Cindy
Tozer, director of athletic academic
services.

Eastern offers 17 internet courses,
but many professors do not chink
online classes offer cl1e same experience as regular courses.
"A classroom is a very unique environment," said Diana Ingram, professor of communication studies.
Ingram believes that the time spent
interacting with ocher classmates and
professors "helps break down the
walls, making it more comfortable
and easier to learn."
SEE ON LIN E PAGE 7
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Highest state thefts
More thefts were reported at SIUC during the last
six years than at any other Illinois w1iversity during
the same period.
According to last year's Uniform Crime Report,
2,019 thefts were reported at SIUC from 1998 to
2003. In every year but 1999, SIUC reported more
thefts than any other university in Illinois.
The University of Illinois at Champaign reported
1,851 thefts during the same six-year period, the second-highest total in Illinois. T he school has 37,000
students.
SIUC reported 21,589 sn1dents enrolled for fall
2004.
Burglary is the second most common crime at
Illinois universities, according to the Uniform Crime
Report. UIUC reported 711 burglaries from 1998 to
2003, while SIUC reported 327.
Todd Sigler, director of public safety at SIUC, said
theft is a bigger concern for campuses with large
numbers of student residents than it is for commuter
campuses.
READ MORE AT WWW. DAI LYEGY PTIAN .CO M
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As part of the College Democrats voter campaign, Matt Rosenberg, a sophomore elementary education major, and Daryl! Small, a junior
psychology major point at students walking in the Library Quad while trying to get them to register to vote. At three locations on campus,
the group registered about 250 students as of mid-Tuesday afternoon.

ONLINE POLL
This week we ask our readers how they feel about RHA adding malt beverages to the drinking rule for students over 21 years of age. The
current rule states that students over 21 in residence halls may consume beer and/or wine in their room...

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY

Post-game antics go bad

A) Leave the rule alone. There are enough opportunities for students over 21 to drink other beverages outside their rooms.

Two University Police officers attempting to control post-game frenzy on Ryan Field on Saturday
night may have crossed the line between crowd control and excessive force, several students said Monday.
But Asst. Chief Daniel McA!eer of UP said that he
does not believe that his officers -- who are trained
annually in the appropriate use of force -- would have
acted out ofline.
Several students, including one charged with battery, said the officers pulled at least one student from
the goalpost at the north end of the field, causing him
to fall 7 or 8 feet.
Communication senior James Kapner, arrested on
charges of grabbing officers and resisting arrest, said
he got into a "pushing match" with the officer who
dragged the fallen student -- Kapner' s roommate -toward the locker room. Kapner said the officers
choked him and verbally abused him before arresting
him.
Kapner said he plans to file a complaint against the
two officers, most likely with Northwescern's Office
ofStudent Affairs. Kapner said he is not "up in arms"
and doesn't blame the entire police force, but wants
to prevent similar actions.

C) The current rule discriminates against people who don't like to drink beer or wine. Free Malty!!

B) It's an outdated rule that should be updated because most malt liquors have about the same amount of alcohol as beer.
D) Adding malt liquor to the rule will make it more difficult for Resident Assistants and Directors of Housing to regulate the flow of alcohol.
VOTE @T HEDAILYEASTERNNEWS.COM

WTF?

PEOPLE

Getting a taste of crhne

Dangerfield dies at 82

RIC H MON D, Texas - A minister convicted of
biting a police officer during a traffic stop avoided
two years in prison after a judge gave him 10 years of
probation and ordered him to enroll in an anger
management program.
After a Fort Bend County jury found the Rev.
Curtis Lucas guilty in August of assault on a public
servant, state District Judge T homas R. Culver III
sentenced Lucas to two years in prison.
But the judge also ordered chat the 52-year-old be
brought back to court after 40 days to determine if
he was eligible for a special form of probation.
During Monday's hearing, Lucas read a letter of
apology. "If I had to repeat the events of that
evening, I would have just signed the ticket," Lucas
said in his letter to Richmond police officer David
Evans.

LOS ANGELES - Rodney Dangerfield, che bug-eyed
comic whose self-deprecating one-liners brougllt him stardom in dubs, television and movies and made his lament
"I don't get no respect" a catchphrase, died Tuesday. He
was 82.
Dangerfield, who fell into a coma after undergoing
heart surgery, died at 1:20 p.m., said publicist Kevin
Sasaki. Dangerfield had a heart valve replaced Aug. 25 at
the University of California, Los Angeles, Medical Center.
Sasaki said in a statement that Dangerfield suffered a
small stroke after the operation and developed infectious
and abdominal complications. But in the past week he
had emerged from the coma, the publicist said.
"When Rodney emerged, he kissed me, squeezed my
hand and smiled for his doctors," Dangerfield's wife, Joan,
said in the statement. The comic is also survived by two
children from a previous marriage.

READ MORE AT WWW.DAIL YVIDETTE .O RC

TODAY'S EVENTS
CORRECTIONS

2

Days until Fall
Break.

WORD
DU JOOR
dreck
1. excrement; dung.
2 . worthles.s trash;

junk
7

STUDENT SENATE M EETINC

P.AI.

A RCOLA/TUSCOLA R OOAI OF THE UNION

Weekly meeting discussing Its dil."!rsity bylaw.
7:30

GETTINC Gooo Zzzns

See any mistakes? Let us know.

P.M. EFFI NGHAM R OOM OF TH E U NION

Workshop to help students learn about good sleeping habits.

EDrrOR IN CHIEF •• •• •••• ••• M Arr MEINHEIT

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vaca·
tions or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

COUNTING
DOWN

HAVE A SUGGESTION?

Ifyou have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Dairy .Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.

FIND AMISTAKE?
Let us know if you find a factual
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-2812 or
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
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REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

RSOs again compete for
best window painting
BY SARAH FREEMAN

CARRIE H O LLIStrHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Alicia Finfrock, a junior middle level education major, and Sarah Chance, a sophomore recreation administration
major, paint one of the windows in the MLK Jr. University Union for EIU Pride Tuesday afternoon.

be a part of it because of the tradinon.
"It's always been a tradition, and
our &aternity has always done it,"
Buchholz.er said.
Stephanie Gwillim, Homecoming
Committee member and junior philosophy major, said the window
painting has always been a longstanding school tradition and said she
doesn't see it ending any time soon.
CeCi Brinker of the Sn1dent Life
Office says the tradition has been
going on since 1976.
"The paintings used to be done in
the residents halls to get people in the
(Homecoming) spirit," Brinker said.
Gwillum said students were in no
rush to leave the Union.
"Everybody was doing such a great
job (on Tuesday), and people were
staying there until the very last minute
to make their painting absolutely perfect," Gwillim said.
Jon Crask, the arts and crafts coordinator for the Marcin Luther King
Jr. University Union, is providing
each group with a painting kit which
includes watercolor brushes, water
containers, foam brushes, paper
cups, dean water and dirry water disposal.
Each group must pay $60 to participate in the competition. The money
will go towards paint, dean-up and
C.opy Express smdent labor.
to

STAFF WRn'ER

Students can feel the excitement of
Homecoming 2004 by looking at the
window paintings on the bridgeway
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Fifteen recognized student organizations began competing Tuesday to
create the best window painting. The
competition ends Thursday when a
decision by the judges, university
graduate assistants, make a decision
based on five categories of critique:
creativity, appeal, difficulty, artistic
ability and school spirit/homecoming
theme.
This year's homecoming theme is
"It's a bird, it's a plane ... it's EIU
homecoming 2004," which is based
on superheros.
Each organization has chosen a
superhero to represent their RSO and
guide their paintings.
Some superheros chosen by RSO's
include G.I. Joe, Mighry Mouse,
Catwoman and the Ninja Turtles.
Nikkole Buchholz.er, a sophomore
math education major and member
of Phi Sigma Pi honors &aterniry, is
helping her organization paint their
selected superhero, The Flash.
Buchholz.er hopes that the window
paintings will get students in the spirit of homecoming and said she wants

HONORS COLLEGE

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Grants help study frogs, pottery shards

Bar hour extension back in the spotlight

BY KYLE MAYHUGH
STAFF WRITER

Students and fu.culty mentors have
the opportunity to apply for grants
that will help aid in research projects
for spring 2005.
"We get research proposals from
undergraduates across the entire can1pus from all kinds of students," said
Alan Bal1arlou, chair of the geology
and geography department.
Last spring, research grants were
awarded to the psychology department used for research on "CrossCu!tural Gender Differences in
Jealousy" and to the biology department for "Correlations Between
Water Chemistry and Bacteria Found
in the Sangamon River."
''This is one of die most significant
accomplishments students can put on
tliei.r resmne from college," Baharlou said.
Bonnie Irwin, Dean of the Honors
College, said most of the applications

BONNIE IRWIN,
DEAN OF THE
HONORS COLLEGE

for grants come
from smdents in
the
science
deparonent.
"There
is
research in all the
fields on campus,
but in the sciences there is a
more structured
research compo-

nent," Irwin said.
The council awaros 24 grants each
year with six in the summer and nine in
the spring and full. There will be nine
grants available this spring, Irwin said.
Jeremy Carlson, a senior biological
sciences major, became interested in
research as a freshman when a professor told him about frogs tllat could
survive in freezing water. He received
an Undergraduate Research Grant in
fu.112004 to study a protein that helps
fish survive in subzero temperatures.
"The grant has helped out a lot,

paying for more equipment and my
travel expenses," Carlson said.
Vincent Gutowski, geology and
geography professor, has been a faa.ilty
mentor of research projects for 11 years.
Last year, one of Gutowski's smdents came up with a research idea
during an archeological survey in
Colorado.
"This is what happens often times;
students participate in an exercise
with a professor, from there they get
some questions they want answered
and they take the ball from there."
The student received a grant last
spring to smdy pottery shards from
the survey.
The deadline for grant applications
is 4 p.m. on Oct. 18. The grants will
be awarded in November and are
open to research in any field of study.
Students can get $500 for their
research projects along with $250 for
a fu.culty sponsor helping them with
the project.

BY CHRISTINE DOHENY
STAFF WRITER

The Student Senate is talking with
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill, hoping to extend local bar hours to 2 a.m.
Lorraine Larson, external relations
committee chair for the Student
Senate, has talked with the senate
members and the mayor about
extending bar hours. They tried to
extend the hours last year, but City
Council members did not approve the
proposal. It failed with a 3-2 vote.
Senate members are introducing
the extension again this year because
they were so dose to changing it last
year, Larson said, but a lot of work has
to be done before meeting with the
City Council.
"I want my committee to research
first," she said. As the external relations chair, Larson deals directly with
the city council and the mayor.
Larson said she hasn't been able to
meet with University Police Chief

Adam Due, but she and C.ougill are
hoping to work with the police
department.
Devin Burke, senior pre-med and biology major, supports extending the bar hours.
Although she doesn't go to the bars
that often, Burke said when she does
go it would be nice if they were open
until 2 a.m.
"Because I am (a residence assistant), it effects how long I have to stay
up," Burke said.
"Now I stay up until 2 a.m. on the
weekends, but if bars stay open until 2
a.m., I'd have to stay up until 3 a.m.,"
Burke said. "But as a bar-goer, it
would be nice to stay out later."
There will be a survey coming out
soon about extending the hours,
Larson said.
The president of the smdent body,
the Student Senate and Larson will get
back together to discuss and vote on
the extension.
Cougill is in favor of extending the
hours and said, 'Tm very supportive."
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY GIA HYOS

New format is a

hit and miss
Reasons to oppose the "Hit-Mix" furmat are at least as
nwnerous as the varieties of musical expression now missing from WEIU-FM's broadcasting day.
rn limit myself to fuur:
1. A college radio station should not attempt to duplicate and compete with the offerings of commercial stations. WEIU-FM's "Hiv-Mix," its claim to be "Charlestons
radio station," and its countless spots fur local "sponsors"
threaten to blur the line between commen::ial and public
MICHAEL LEDDY
broadcasting. (An)One who'.s listened to Wlll.,.AM or ENGLISH PROFESSOR
FM can tell d1e diffurence between genuine underwriting
and mese rewed-up mini-commercials.)
Leddy is a guest
2. A oollege radio station should offer its listeners alternatives to what is available on me commercial airwaves.
columnist for
The Daily Eastern And it should do so in me name of cul~whemer
chose alternatives be cl=ical music, jazz., folk music, world
News.
music, indie rock or hip-hop. It srems necessary to point
out, again and again, that WEIU-FM's new format sets it
utterly apart from omer college radio stations across the
state (and, I dare say, across the nation).
3. A oollege radio station should present an appropriate
public face. TI-iat face need not be somber and scl1olarly.
Bue me musical dreck that is me "Hit-Mix" gives us a
public presence that is laughable and embarrassing. Can
you imagine hearing "My Heart Will Go Ori' on Will,.
FM? Or on the University of Chicago station? Or, fur that
matter, on any college radio station?
Yet I recently heard it on WEIU"A college radio station FM. Consider what people fGSSing
should not attempt to duough on I-57 might mink when
mey happen to tune to 88.9. Would
duplicate and compete mey ever guess that it's a university
And when mey find out,
the offerings of station?
will dle)T be able to believe it?
commercial stations." 4. Acollege radio station should
function in a way that challenges
students and broadens dlei.r horizons. In the olden days, working at WEIU-FM was a
genuine learning experience.
Students worked out meir own playlists and maintained solid relationships wim recoro companies by phone
and mail.
The wide range of programming required students to
get beyond their oomfort zones and learn about musical
traditions that were new to them. Students announcing
classical music had co (and in fuct did) devdop fGSSable
prommciation of names and words in French, German
and Italian.
Students playing African pop gained an awareness that
''.Africa" means a myriad oflanguages and musical styles.
The new WEIU-FM, wim music pumped in by satellite
(as has been me case for several years) makes the student
into little more man the pusher of a very oa:asional button.
It's not even necessary for someone co be at "the
boaro"-the operation of me station is automated. For
me, d1e changes at WEIU-FM represent a profound loss.
I did a weekly two-hour jazz show fur five years (19861991), during which time I came to know many of me
students who worked at me station.
Their energy and range of artistic and musical interests
represented everydiing mat is great about college radio.
My wife, Elaine Fine, was classical musical director w1til
the first effort to reorganize WEIU-FM (wim morning
"cl1apel service" and obituary reading).
In recent years, a continued reliance on satellite progranuning began an ongoing decline. Which reminds
me-if me "Hit-Mix" is to oontinue, WEIU-FM can at
least do me tmiversity community a final kindness by
donating me oontents ofits music library to Boom
library (as Elaine Fme first suggested several years ago), so
chat people who want to hear omer possibilities in music
can benefit.

with

EDITORIAL

WEIU-FM needs student input
This semester most of the letters to the editor
of The Daily Eastern News have pertained to the
format change ofWEIU-FM radio.
The highly debated topic has drawn the ire of

amount of negative feedback that is coming in

At issue
Debate over
new "Hit Mix"
radio format
continues.

several members of Eastern's faculty and stu-

each day about the change, someone needs to
step up and say something.

The News knows there were past chances to
give feed.back about possibly changing d1e for-

dents. However, many students have been left

Our stance

mat, but not much effort was really put into giv-

out of this debate.

Though
students were
given an initial
chance to
voice their
opinions, the
negative
feedback
should resu lt in
some
explanation as
to why and
how the station
was changed.

ing that opportunity.

Radio and TV Director Rick Sailors has
ignored the voice of the students in mis issue.
Representatives from WEIU have failed to
inform the students why the format change was
made and why it will furmer improve their educational experience at Eastern.
There are several outspoken opponents of the

"Hit Mix" format WEIU-FM adopted dus year,
but few have jumped to the defense of the sta-

There are more than 11,000 students on this
campus, and me only students who had input in
d1e format change were a sdect few that work for
WEIU-FM.
Acoor:ding to Ryan Berger, Student Senate
Speaker, Eastern's student government had no
say in the matter because WEIU-FM did not
and has not asked to present to them reasons for
the format change.
Eastern's students deserve an explanation why

non

The News offered Sailors the opportunity

to

d1e campus' radio station changed formats with-

defend the new format in print last week by asking him to

out direct consultation from those who should matter most

write a guest colunm to explain why the change was made.

- the students.

The offer was declined because Sailors said the situation

Talk to them, and only then will this issue be solved.

is now out of his hands and should be handled by instructors and students involved with the station. But with the

The ediwrial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
WEIU-FM NEEDED TO STEP
OUTSIDE THE BOX
Change was needed for WEIU-FM
radio. The radio station needed a way
to get more people to listen to the station and I feel with the new format it
is a step in the positive direction.
I mink it was very smart to get outside the box and reprogram WEIU to

be Charlestons radio station.
I dorit think that the Eastern community really supported the station
like it should. No one at Eastern has
ever mentioned to me that mey listen
to It.
With all the big media companies
driving out the local broadcaster like
Clear Channd - I am glad to know

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

there is a local station left in mis area.
I think broadening the play list was
a muse. Plus, I notice chat WEIU
radio does still play jazz on Sundays.

GARY WALKER

SENIOR, PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reseNe the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to

mmeinhcit@yahoo.com.
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Students get major
guidance from panel
AtttuY ST.W.INOS
STNfWIUTUI

A panel of 14 E.am.ni srudcna

ptw:red Tuesday ro tdJ odlCl1 abouc
the majoa Eaa.cm has ro offer.
The pcmdim, a mix of juniors and
tcniois, ammptcd co guide students
whO arc undecided in !heir majo11 in
the Manoon/Charlcsron room of che
Manin Li..uhcr King Jr. University
Union.
A wide range of majors, from
hcalch srudies ro graphic design, wm:
rovcrcd

lbe pand was cbigned to infurm
studcn ts abouc how much they can do
in certtin nujors and give chem
ideas; said Jennifer Rttd-Lcwi.s.. an
acadeiruc advircr.
Lewis said che pand would hdp
scudcnts get an icb of whac majors
there arc ro choose from ac wem.
Along wich gccting ideas, srudcna
heard 1%Sfimonia1s from fellow srudencs abouc expcrienca in the work

fuctt.
Pmd.im di.1cusscd whu is involved
in their panicu1ar fields, as wdJ as the
dift"aaic kinds of ;obs sc:udcna

Cll1

c.hoo9c from if they dlOOIC rhc same
major.
Each pandisl spoke abouc chinp
studcn11 shook! know when dctcrmini ng what field they wane to (1J>
inco.
~1 don'c wane you chinking dw you
have oo calc.c: a major and a minor that
are c:x.acdy ali.k.c, bccawc you don't."
said Allison West, a senior political science major wich inc:cmacion.al studies
emphasis. Wcsc also minors in French
md~.

Wcsc wkcd abouc the import211CC
of furcign languagr in the work furcc.
~Knowing a foreign l.anguagc can
be wed in m y job. Noc only will it
g1ve you better opportunicics, but also
cun better money," Wen said.
Lewis agrcxd and said she cinno<
st.rcM enough chat having opericna
in foreign l:anguagc:s is imponanc.
Lewis has bttn wich th.is woriahop
fur seven ycus.
Several handouts we.re available to
che 20 students who a.rtcnded the
90- minure .._meeting, ranging in
information- about the pa.ndisu to
tips that could hdp them dc:cide on
a major.

...,...,....,
...,, .....
................................................
....,. . .
..........,
....._..._S...........,1,....tf
.......
ll ... ll ..11'

... 11r•1•1r••w.

11111..... ......

cm COUICIL
Dlversi~ grievances to be discussed at meeting Discussion on presenratlon
ordinance to resume after layover

mam SElllTE

STUDENT COVE llNMf NT I OflOll

The Student Senate will meet co
dilcws the fin.al numbers of voter rcgimarion and vote on the diversity
bylaw and change of locacion of the

scudcnt gricva.na: boxes.
lb.is is che scmnd time a change ro
the diversity byiaw has bttn presented. aid Spcaka of che Sauce Ryan
Bapp.
A different bylaw change was propoecd bur failed last ~· Bttger
aid.
•It wasn'r the fault of the Scnare, it
Ml the futlt of the wording.• he
aid.
1lUa year a similar propoal is
being voted on with wording
dianga. The propoGI stares dw
tenaron mLUc participate in one
dMnc activity a scmcmr, Berger
aid. The cwrcnt bylaw statr.s char
llmatOn must attend a.c least one
dMnc activity per scmc:ster.
"With the new scnarr we h2vc new
pombilitics,. Berger said.
The Srudcnt Scnarc will also disam
changing the locacion of the srudcnt
gricvana progr.un.
•Right now, che bylaws say there

BY JWICA YooNCS

''With the . . 1111111,
WlhMMWposlii
till."

CITY EOHOll

needs to be a scudent griC'V21lce
box in Coleman Ha.II.ft Berger
said. The Student Senate will t2.lk
about changing the box to the
library, a more accessible place for
students.
·1n the ~ we've had srudcnt
gricva.na: boxes pbced around campus dw h2vc bttn stokrt,. he said.
The Srudmr Senate will aha give
the final rount of bow many studma

registcn:d (0 V()(C.
Srudcnr Govcmmc:nt's goal was
get l ,000 students

regisw-cd

to

to vott

by the Oct. 5 deadline to vott in the
prtSidcnt:ial decrion, said Ad:;.m
Howdl, aecucivc via president of the
sruden[ body.
The final count of registered studcntJ is noc known. It is believed.

although, thac che goal wa.s mer and
brok.en by KVeral hundred studcna., Howdl said.
I ypically. studcna don't VO<C, and
I want co sec srudena do wdJ fur
them by ..ucing.• Howdl said.
11ic Srudmt Senate mttt:s at 7 p.m.
in the Arcob.ffuscola Room in the
Manin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

The Ourlcston Gey Council will
pick up its disamion tonight of the
proposed historic pracrv.uion ordinanc.e after a rwo-Wttk layover.
Cicy Council will mea at 7:30 p.m.
in Gey Hall, 720 jadaon Ave.
O~ Sept. 21, City Council voted
co place the ordinance on file for
public inspection after ic heard cone.ems from residents and listened co
a presentation by Catherine
O'Conncr of ~Illinois Historic
Preservation Society during an
hour-long public hearing prccc:ding
che meeting.
Tonight the council will decide
whether ID pass the ordinancx, which
will indudc the formacion of a ~
member rommittee to inspca all
building permits for buildings
deemed historical Owners of hismric
~ will 11(){ be abk to demolish
them or do any suuaural worl< due
would alter their historical signific::antt.

By p:using che ordinance, che ciry
will be eligible for more gram

money,

and

"owners of hi.storic
would also be eligible for
a properry u.x :u.scssmenc frccz.e and
rax credit, O 'Conner said ac che
hearing.
The council will also c.on.sidcr a resolution auchorizing an agreement
with che Bank of Amerio co financ.e
the ci ry's early rec:irancn t progntm.
Mayor Dan Cougill said che bank has
agrcxd co allow the city to ~ our
one-yar loans co finance chc $1.7
million chat it owes fur allo.,-.,ing 14
cicy employees to calc.c: early ~
buildin~

merit.

--«1e doo'c have enough money in
che bank ro pay for che Illinois
Municipal R.crircmenc Flllld," Cougill
said.
By financing wich the bank fur a
toal of $1.4 million, the city will be
able to reduce ia 005lJ by $312,000,
Cougill said.
ln addicion ID the cwo a.furcmencioncd iccms, the oowx:il will award
several bids for v.-ork on the water
crcacmenc pl.ant and the waste water
tmlcmcnt plan c and will also discuss
this yar's HallOWten tridc-or-crcaring
h~.
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Revolutionary remembered
.
h
•t
g
th
for Lat 1no er1 a e mon

Local attorney trying to
stop sexual harassment
Bv JEFFREY T1SCHAUSER
STAFF WRITER

BY MYLA BRADFORD
STAFF WRITER

Che Guevara, a Cuban revolutionary with a familiar face, is celebrated
during Latino Heritage month.
In remembrance of his efforts co
Latin culture, a lecture was held about
him Tuesday in the Effingham room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Assistant H istory
Professor Jose Deustua presented the
lecture about Guevara and his life.
Deuscua said Guevara's portrait is
seen on cargo trucks, T-shirts and
banners at soccer games. "He's everywhere," Deustua said.
Deuscua feels Guevara's presence is
already known by his face being everywhere, bm he would like for people co
better understand his contributions in
detail.
Deuscua described Guevara as a
person, a Cuban revolutionary, and
then he talked about his politics
toward Cuba and his iconography.
Guevara was a doctor before he got
involved in politics, but his passion
abom the difference between wealth
and poverty overtook his drive to be a
doctor, Deustua said.
As a communist, Guevara teamed
up with Fidel Castro to revolutionize
Cuba, Deustua said. Guevara used
guerrilla tactics, based on harassment
and sabotage, to fight the government

Co LIN M c Au LI ff E/rHE DAILY EASTERN NMIS

History professor Joes Duestra shows where the cuban revolution began in
the southwest part of the country Tuesday afternoon in the Effingham room of
the MLK Jr. Union as part of his lecture on Che Geuvara
of Cuba. Deustua believes Guevara is
most well known because of this.
"T he key elements we can discuss
afterwards and are open for debate,"
Deusma said. Alter the lecture,
Deusnia opened the floor to questions
from the audience.
Chris Getty; a senior speech communication major, attended the lecture for a class.

"It is an extra credit assignment.,"
he said. "Plus, I was interested in the
lecture chat pertained to Latin
American Heritage. I have to say I
found the information here resourceful," Getty said.
Deustua hopes the information in
the lecture gave the audience a better
understanding of Guevara's importance to Latino heritage.

2004

One local attorney is trying to pm
himself out of a job by ending sexual
harassment and discrimination.
Attorney Rob Miller gave a workshop on sexual discrimination and
harassment in which he described different forms of sexual harassment and
ways to combat ic.
"I am basically trying to put myself
out of business," said Miller, who
investigates cases of sexual harassment
at Eastern. "By creating awareness, I
hope to stop sexual harassment before
it occurs," Miller said Tuesday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
For seven years, Miller has conducted seminars at Eastern to educate new
employees on sexual harassment.
Sexual harassment is hard to define,
Miller said.
A way to determine what is or is not
acceptable conduct is whether the
average person would find the action
or speech inappropriate, he said.
But the reasonable person test is
very vague and always depends on circumstances, he said.
What might be flirting to some is
harassment to others. "It takes one co
harass, but it takes two to flirt," Miller
said.
Mose important to Miller is co
detail the kinds of behavior and
speech that is unacceptable at Eastern.

Eastern's Civil Rights Web site
states that ogling or staring at a person
in a lewd manner, repeated requests
for dates or sexual favors and touching
or putting an arm around a person's
shoulder or waist are all unacceptable.
Also, a manager or boss who lavishes
specific employees with expensive gilts
is harassing his or her employee.
It is important for Eastern employees and students to know the definition of sexual harassment and that
complaints can be filed at the Civil
Rights Office in Old Main Room
1011, Miller said.
Kathy Davis, a children's counselor
for Sexual Assault Counseling and
Information Services, said SACIS
offers training on sexual harassment.
"We teach students what constitutes sexual harassment and what laws
are involved with sexual harassment,"
Davis said.
SACIS helps people who are sexually assaulted or abused, along with the
victims' families.
Sexual harassment is a two-way
street, Miller said. "Men can be
harassed, too."
Harassment can also be between
two people of the same gender.
"The workplace is not a social
club," but can be enjoyable, he said.
"Not all behavior between adults (has
to be) sexual"
He said when employees and
employers start co accept that, he
might indeed be out of a job.

If you purchase ten or more inches in the Homecoming
Guide, you will receive one free color (blue) to place in
your advertisement. The guide will run on Friday,
October 15th. Call your DEN advertising representative
at
581-2816 today to place your ad.
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Presidential race, memories of Florida
contribute to record voter sign-up
ASSOCIATED P RESS

PEORIA - Would-be Illinois voters turned out in record numbers to
beat Tuesday's registration deadline for
next month's election, inspired by issues
ranging from the war and jobs to a tight
presidential race four years ago that
proved every vote counts, dection officials said.
The number of eligible voters easily
will top the record 7.1 million people
able to vote in last springs primary, so
that should translate into higher
turnout Nov. 2 when voters decide a
presidential race and dozens of other
contests, election officials predicted.
"I think they realize they can make a
difference," said Jeanette Mitzelfelt,
executive director of Peoria's election
comnusston.
She predicts the central Illinois city's
voter rolls will jump to 68,000 &om
62,000 four y= ago. Cook Councy,
where Chicago is, expects at least
80,000 more reg}stered voters than in
2000, county Clerk David Orr said.
Election officials said memories of a
paper-thin vote in Florida that decided
the last race for the White House
loomed large as Illinois voters signed up
to cast ballots this year.
"Everyone saw how close the race
was four years ago, literally decided by
500 votes in one state. I'm wondering if
people haven't sort of lost the old attitude that my vote doesn't really count,"
said Jackson County Clerk Larry

Reinhardt.

STUDENTS STAY BUSY AS
TEACHERS STRIKE
CHANNAHON - With the
teachers' strike here continuing for the
second day, the park district, daycare
providers and others are offering programs to keep the school district's
1,500 students busy.
Among
the
offerings,
the
Channahon Park District has created
an "Indian Summer Program" that
includes activities such as movies,
roller-skating, sports and field trips to
the Brookfield Zoo, an ice skating
rink and other locations.
Meanwhile, an official in this elementary school district near Joliet said
that while no talks were scheduled
Tuesday, they were waiting for a federal mediator to schedule a meeting
between the two sides.
"The Board of Education has com-

STATE jl
BRIEFS~
municated to a federal mediator a
desire to meet so a contract can be settled," said Pat Clower, the board president.

ACCUSED MURDERERS FACE
ARMED ROBBERY TRIAL
RALEIGH , N.C. - T he brothers
accused of murder in the fatal shooting;
of two Illinoisans at a Nordi Carolina
State University tailgating party will go
on trial fitst on armed robbery charges.
T unothy and Tony Johnson, who
face first-degree murder charges in last
month's shooting, will be tried first in
connection widi a home invasion in
August. That means that ifthe brothers
are convicted, prosecutors will have
more ammunition to seek the death
penalty.
Under North Carolina law, a person
is eligible for a death sentence if he has
a prior violent fdony conviction.
"Obvious~~ the home invasions took
place before the murders," Assistant
Wake District Attorney Susan Spurlin
said Monday. "We think it's important
that a jury (that) is crying to make a
decision about the appropriate punishment on the murder charge know
about the criminality of their conduct
prior to die homicides."
T unothy Wayne Johnson, 22, and
Tony Harrell Johnson, 20, are both
d1arged with murder for the killing; of
Kevin M. McMann of Chicago and
2nd Lt. Brett Johnson H arman, a
Camp Lejeune Marine from Park
Ridge, Ill., on Sept. 4. T he men, bodi
23, were shot to death in a tailgate area
outside an NCSU football game.

MEXICAN AUTHORITIES
APPROVE EXTRADITION
CHICAGO - Mexican authorities
have agreed to extradite a man who fled
Oucago after being sentenced to prison
for a corruption scandal involving Gey
Hall.
Mexico's Foreign Ministry decided
last week to approve die U.S. government's extradition request for Marco
Morales. His lead attorney said Morales
will file an appeal within two weeks.
"The appeals can delay it for a year or
two yeais," attorney Jaime Tacher told

the Chicago Tribune. "He doesn't want
to go back to the United States."
But U.S. officials said Monday that
the appeal process could be exhausted
within a year.
"He broke his part of the bargain,
and he defied a federal judge," said Joan
Safford, legal attache at the U.S.
Embassy in Mexico.
A Mexican judge recommended
Morales' extradition in August. He
ruled the statute of limitations had not
expired on Morales' bribery conviction.

FLU-SHOT MAKER'S
TROUBLES TOUCH LOCALLY
More than halfof the state's 95 local
health departments were expecting flu
vaccines from the British supplier that
was shut down Tuesday, knocking out
about half the U.S. supply.
Bm it's still too early to tell how
Illinois will be affected, said Illinois
Department of Public Health spokeswoman Tammy Leonard.
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention was working with the
other manufacturer of die U.S. flu
shot supply to alter its distribution
plan so shipments go to parts of the
country that need them most for
high-risk patients.
In Illinois, the 52 local health
departments had expected the
149,000 doses they ordered in bulk
earlier tlus year from Chiron Corp.
to be delivered by Sept. 30, said Jodi
Dart, associate executive director of
the
Illinois
Public
Health
Association.

PATRONAGE HIRE GETS 4
MONTHS FOR TAKING BRIBES
CHICAGO - An Illinois Secretary
of State employee hired in part because
of his mother's political clout was sentenced to four months in prison for taking $1,600 in bribes from motorists
seeking to have tlieir licenses reinstated.
John H . McGowan Jr. of Chicago
pleaded guilty in April to one count of
attempted extortion, admitting he tried
to shake down five motorists for bribes.
Besides the prison time, U.S. District
Court Judge John Darrah ordered
McGowan to serve three years ofsuper-

vised release.
"I would just like to apologize to my
family, especially to my mom,"
McGowan said during his sentencing
hearing Tuesday.

PHOlO lllUSlRATKJN BY COi.iN N'CALJLFFE

ONLINE:
CoNTINUEO FROM PACE 1

Tozer said it really depends on
the person taking the course. Some
courses might be better teclmologically taught, but "there is something about someone personally
teaching you and having eye contact as opposed to logging online,
which makes the classroom setting
the best way to learn," Tozer said.
Although Ashley Kearney, a senior sports management major, has
never taken an online class, she feels
that "online classes are good for students.
"It teaches you to learn on your
own." Kearney said.
She said that she would take an
class online if given die chance, but
recognized there would be obstacles.
"It would be interesting to see
how well I would perform on my
own," said Kearney. "A downfall to
this is that it doesn't allow you to
work in groups or interact with the
teacher and the classmates; interaction is a key to learning."
Megan Sparks, a junior finance
major, said she enjoyed taking

BLOOD:
CONTINUED FROM PACE 1

important to my family, and I'm
going to donate right now."
The actual blood drive took
place in the University Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union from 1 to 7 p.m.
The goal of die organization was
to collect 175 wiits of blood.
First-time donor Kelly Lynn, a
freshman chemistry major, felt the
need to help make a difference in
the world.

international economics over the
Internet.
"It isn't that much different from
regular classes," she said. "The lecnires are online with examples and
plenty of pretests."
Sparks said she would like to take
another online course.
"Being able to take a class on my
own time is very convenient," she
said.
Pam O 'Connor, a political science graduate student, said she
enjoyed her civil military relations
class she took online.
"It was a very new experience
with a different approach to learning that provides a lot of flexibility,"
O 'Connor said.
There was a lot of interaction
even though her course was
'online,' she said.
"The students in my class actually read other classmates' work and
posted dieir responses online,"
O 'Connor said. "This gives each
individual an idea of what the classmates think."
O'Connor said she would like to
take another online course.
"In a heartbeat I would take
another class," she said. "It was an
experience that I really enjoyed."

"l always wanted to help someone that needed it, and this, I feel,
is the best way to do so," Lynn
said.
The American Red Cross hopes
to illustrate a positive outlook on
how donating blood can really
affect a nation in a positive aspect,
Murnan said.
"Each time you donate a pint of
blood, you save three people,"
Murnan said. "Everyday citizens
don't normally have an oppornmiry like this. I can't imagine anything else more important than
saving a person's life."

r--------------------------------------------------------•
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c,~eis' Fall Football Specials!!!

:r:'ll:t~ '111
1

PILJ.s... •• th-.se
great spec:hals!

Oil
Change
Lube & Filter

$1295
Most Cars & Light Trucks
Up to 5 qts.
Mobile or Kesdel 10W30

Tire
Rotation
&
Balance

$2400
Most C.vs & Light Trucks
Speciality Wheels $32.00

A/C

Wheel
Alignment

$6995

1/2 Off

Performance

Tune-Up

With Purchase of 4 Tees

Up to 1 Lb. Freon w/ Oyo
inspection of System

We want

, ~resent Coupon. Expires October 1oth, 2004

.§'~ f}#§i('Z/11£/Zfe'
and Auto Se.r,,lce

Jn~.

Charleston

Paris

Brian G. Sweet
417 Madison Ave.
345-2130
Free 866-793-3882

Wm. Glen Sweet
301 W. Court St.
1 blk. West of Square
465-8473
Free 866-808 8472

~--------------------------------------------------------

you ...
to advertise in the D EN
Call 581-2816 for info
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PERSONALS

Waiter or waitress for fine did

PAN THER

www.jwilli amsrent a ls.com

Roommate

2nd

ATIENTION ALL GRADUATING

THE BODY SHOP:

ning restaurant. Thursday, Friday

1,2,3,4,6,7,8, 9 and 11 bed

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR

SENIORS! If you are interested in

ANY

and Saturday evenings only.

room, unfurnished houses for

NEXT APARTMENT.

semester. 3 BR, 2 bthrm. 2403
8th street. Call Mike @ S81

a yearbook of your senior year,

coupon.

Phone 46S 2003.

PADS

has

Leasing

needed

for

rent for 200S 2006 1 2 blocks

now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good

10/6

from campus. CLEAN and WELL

locations, nice apartments, off

10/8

Bartender, PT nights. Must be

MAINTAINED. $320/person/mo.

street parking, trash paid. No

Roommate needed for 3 BR apt

21. Apply in person. Trotters'

12 mo. lease. NO pets. Cal I 34S
3 148 or check us out at

pets. 34S 7286.

Friendly Inn. Ashmore, IL. Eight
miles east of Charleston.

www.pantherpads.com.

ion 1

11 / 19

town! Call 348 TANS
#1 SPRING BREAK WEB SITE!

on 4th St. Large furnished apt,

Buzzard Hall, and for onl y $6 we

Lowest prices guaranteed. Book

will mail you a copy in the Fall

11 people, get 12th trip free!

House close to campus for 3 to

own BR with vanity. $25S plus
utilities. (630) 430 0224

when they are published.

Group

4 students. Two bathrooms,

10/8

00

Girls, furnished houses for 'OS

washer/dryer, low utilities. 348

Roommate needed to share

' 06. 10 month leases, off street

0614.

house w/ma le EIU Students.

in person. Culligan Water 914

parking, no pets, close to cam

18th

pus. 34S S048

Charleston,

IL,

00
1011 1

FOR RENT

00
For Fall ' OS 1,2,and 3 bed
rooms for close to campus. 4

Lease ending S/3 1/04. Call 348

Call

S81 2812 for more information.
00

ANNOUNCEMENTS

0614, leave message.

& part.iesl 1 800 234 7007 end
lesssummertours. com

LOST: Dark blue hoodie with

S8

www.legalstudies.com

1

S

l

Affordable, spacious. 1 BR On

BR apts. available for second

red

the square. $299, includes heat,

semester. Call 34S 6000

Gratefu l Dead patches on body

unfurnished. $3SO. Phone 34S
7244.

gas, water, trash. Dave 34S
2171 . 9 am 11 am

Newly remodeled two bedroom

Clearwater

00

apartments complexly furnished,

Saturday, October 2. Call S81

retie & gag gifts! GRAND BALL

2

223 S if found.

609 Sixth, Charleston. 12 6 T F,

VILLAGE RENTALS: Renting for

Available

200S 2006.

Furnished

Bedroom Apts. Ex cond, Next to

parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet, $490. 913 and 9·17 4th

12 3

EIU Student Rec. Parking & Trash

St. 23S 040S or 317 308S.

Houses/Apartments.

Bedroom Near Campus. Call for
an appointment
(2 17) 34S
2S 16

Equal

Now

Spacious

included. No pets. 34S 7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com

Housing

Opportunity.
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3

concert

10/8

opening in a 3 bedroom apart

Excellent condition.
$1400. Call S12 9184.

paid. 34S S088.

owned parking and laundry

10/6

facilities included, trash paid,

2002 Ford Explorer Sport exc.

BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR

w/CA,

00

locally

142xxx.

FALL 04 OS. PLENTY OF OFF

Rooms for rent. Two guys need

currently renting to 2 females

cond. leather, moonroof 17.Sk

three roommates. House west of

needing a roommate please call

mi. 6 CD all pwr. $1S,900 OBO

TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 34S

square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone

348 0673 and leave a message.

348 8848

1266

34S 966S
00

THE UAILY EASTERN NEWS
IS LOOKIN~ FOR ffARU WORKIN~
WRITERS, UESl~NERS, PffOTO~RA
PffERS ANU COPY EUITORS WHO ARE
WILLIN&
TO &ET DIRTY.

00

10/8

VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas

40 ACRES: SOUTH, SCENIC

ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart

WOODS, WILD GAME, BUILD

ments,three bedroom house. All

ING SITES, SMALL POND &

within two blocks of campus.

STREAM. COLES REALTY 34S

Call 34S S373 or S49 SS93

2386.
00

ATUNTmN~
Anyooo interested in design for the Verge on Wednesd<1y'S!
Vistt the newsroom or call 581-2821

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0825

Note: Each of the three theme answers below (20·, 36· and
54-Across) can be clued with the same three letters.
ACROSS

6 P.D.Q. in the
l.C.U.

32 Copacabana
site
33 Youth
34 Dedicated
lines?

54 See instructions
59 Cork's country
60 Confess
61 camel caravan's stop-off

10 Casing

35 Kennel sound

14 Ph.D. hurdle

36 See instructions

15 Part of S.N.L.

41 Leave the
scene

64 Advil alternative

42 Satisfy the
munchies

65 Garibbean and
others

16 Narrow way
17 Try to bite

62 Tend the sauce
63 Victory goddess

66 Rock radio pioneer Freed
19 Aboard
44 Old discs
67 Administered
medicine
20 See instructions 45 Orthodontist, for
one: Abbr.
23 Flamenco shout
DOWN
46 Calls the shots
24 Sushi selection
1
Swindle
50 Words of assis25 Comb stopper
lance
2 Yankee opponent
27 Harangues
52 Sidekick
3 Cousin of an
30 Toward the tail 53 Cry of insight
epee

18 Mental flash

43 50-50, e.g.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

4Zing
5 Vino region
6 Covers with
gunk
7 Kind of basin

PUZZie by Richard Sllvelllrl

13 Opposite of
paleo21 Ribbed

37 Speed up
38 Ornamental
vine: Var.

22 Follower's suffix 39 " _ Kapital''
40 What a person
26 Barn section
may become
when kneeling
28 Heaps
45 Society newbie

8 State firmly

29 Letter from
Greece

9 Sign of sorrow

30 Flap

47 Political movements

10 Wake of the
Ferry'' painter
11 Pocket proteotor?

Plain and Simple.

day, pledges and active. Homecoming sweatshirt money is duel

10111

llteNetttUorkhel
Crossword
1 Chick on the
piano

Advertise
a classified ad
581 2812

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA: Chapter meeting, Wednesday Oct. 6 at
S:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room. Don't forget:pin attire all

STREET PARKING, WATER AND

00

581-2812

10 2 Sat. 34 S 261 7.

Four door.

campus, very clean,

apt

IN CLASSIFIEDS

CAMPUS CLIPS
1993 Pontiac LE.

ment. apartment is furnished, on

BR

hats, makeup, beads, bacheo

FOR SALE

00

ADVERTISE

10/8

stove/fr idge, water and trash

2

10/6
10,000 COSTUMES plus wigs,

Currently available a 1 bedroom
00

Spacious
11/ 1

8:30

12113

6.

2 BR duplex, W/D, trash and
water included. Furnished or

Lost at Creedence

Jamaica, Acapulco,

191 Call 1 800 S22 7737 or

00

of hoodie.

12113
#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Campus reps wanted! Free meals

00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

00

m 800 838 8202.

LEGAL CERTIFICATE COURSE.

Call 34S S048

neck and

6+

Live lecture classes begin Oct.

locations to choose from. Call

LOST AND FOUND

for

Costa Rica, Bahamas & Florida.

34S 6S33

around

discounts

www.SpringBreakDiscounts.co

Eastern Illinois University PARA

2 and 3 BR furnished apts for

ties

10/29

Cancun,
00

' OS '06, no pets, trash included.

10/7

with

10 hottest beds in

and are not sure how to pick it

Secretarial/part time $6.00 per

Street,

$S.OO off

package

up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802

3027

hour/16 hours per week. Apply

61920.

tann ing

12 Cabinet post
since 1849

31 Productive
34 Frequently, in
verse
35 "Whoopee!"
36 Healthy

52 Lawrence Welk
specialty

55 Sicilian hothead?
56 Come up short

46 Obscure
57 Loathsome person

48 Prosper
49 Got fresh with

58 Sign of sanctity

51 Mike who
played Austin
Powers

59 Double curve
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Kerry: Bush resorting to 'scare tactic'
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

T IPTO N , Iowa Sen. John
Kerry, fighting back after President
Bush accused him of having dangerous policies, said Tuesday that the
Republican incumbent was resorting
co a "blanket scare tactic" rather than
focusing on his own important choices to keep the country safe.
As Iraq continued co dominate the
campaign, Kerry also rejected Bush's
contention that both men had seen
the same intelligence before the war.
And he drew attention to comments
from the president's former Iraq
occupation chief who said the Bush
administration had furnished too few
troops after Saddam H ussein's fall.
Kerry, campaigning in a swing
state chat Al Gore won narrowly in
2000, was asked about a statement
Bush had made in the state a day earlier: "The policies of my opponent
are dangerous for world peace. If they
were implemented, they would make
this world not more peaceful but
1nore dangerous."
"Well, that's the sort of blanket
scare tactic of the administration
rather than trying to deal with the
real choices before the country,"
Kerry said.
"What we are looking for here is
presidential leadership that could
make America safer," he said. "I can
make America safer in homeland
securit)~ l can make America safer
with a plan for success in Iraq. And I
can make America safer with the plan
co bring allies back to the effOrt for
the legitimate war on terror."
"The president has consistently

DEBATE:
CoNTINUEO FROM PACE l

it is presenting opposing views of Iraq,
national security and domestic issues.
"Tonight, ru also get a chance to talk
about our plan for health care, our plan
for jobs in America, our plan ... to keep
tl1e American people safe, co keep tl1e
American people secure," Edwards
said. "There couldn't be a starker contrast. I do not have the same view of tl1e
world as Dick Cheney, and that'.s a
good thing, tl1at's not a bad thing."
The White H ouse called Edwards a

NATIONAL
BRIEFS

avoided those choices. Time and
again, when he had a chance to be
able to protect us more effectively, he
chose otherwise," he said.
Kerry also was asked about Bush's
statement in last week's debate that
the four-term Massachusetts senator
had access co the same intelligence as
the president in the weeks before the
October 2002 vote on the congressional resolution authorizing the use
of force in Iraq.

AUTHORITIES HUNT FOR
ESCAPED CONVICT
NASH VILLE,
Tenn.
Authorities on Tuesday described an
escaped inmate from a maximum
security prison hospital as "extremely
dangerous" and said they think he has
fled Tennessee with a guard who
helped him get away.
The search for Edward McDaniel,
37, and guard Vickie Sanford, 51,
spread beyond Tennessee to Illinois,
Texas, Michigan and Arizona, where
the pair are believed to have contacts,
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation
officials said.
"He is extremely dangerous and we
don't know what he is capable of,"
TBI spokeswoman Jennifer Johnson
said.
A second guard was arrested
Monday night - Sanford's son-inlaw, 28-year-old Michael Moize. H is

"master litigator," a backhanded compliment as well as a reminder of the
Republicans' call for limits on medical
liability lawsuits. ln the debate, Cheney
will focus on differences with the
Democrats on the war on terrorism
and the economy, White House
spokesman Scott McClellan said.
"Sen. Edwards is someone who is a
master litigator, who spent quite a bit
of time successfully arguing before
juries as a personal injury trial lawyer.
The vice president recognizes that
going into the debate," McClellan said.
"Our opponents have a very narrow

MLB PLAYOFFS

Cardinals 8, Dodgers 3
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Larry Walker and che St. Louis Cardinals
turned Game 1 into a slugfesc, and that was big trouble for the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
Walker homered twice and the Cardinals tied a postseason
record by hitting five home rnns, overwhelming Odalis Perez and
the Dodgers in an 8-3 blowout Tuesday in the opener of their NL
playoff series.
"Ir was a lot of fun out tl1ere today co see the packed house and
everybody in red," Walker said. "It was a good feeling."

Red Sox 9, Angels 3
ANAHEIM, Cali£ (AP) _ Curt Schilling pitched 6 2-3 effective innings, Manny Ramirez and Kevin Millar homered during
a seven-run burst, and Boston beat the Angels in Game 1.
Pedro Martinez will pitch against Anaheim's Bartolo Colon in
Gaine 2 on Wednesday night before tl1e best-of-five series moves
co Boston.

Twins 2, Yankees 0
NEW YORK- Johan Santana pitched seven scoreless innings
as the Minnesota Twins knocked off the Yankees 2-0 Tuesday
night.

family has declined to comment.
McDaniel was serving a 20-year
sentence for attempted murder in the
1996 shooting of a deputy during a
traffic stop. The officer was shot five
times in the leg and injured so seriously his limb was amputated.

MOUNT ST. HELENS VENTS
BIGGEST STEAM PLUME YET
MOUNT
ST.
H ELENS
MON UMEN T,
NATIONAL
Wash. - Mount St. H elens exhaled
a spectacular roiling cloud of steam
and ash Tuesday, sprinkling grit on a
small town some 25 miles away.
The volcano has been venting
steam and small amounts of ash daily
since Friday, bur Tuesday morning's
burst was the la~est, producing a billowing, dark gray cloud chat rose
thousands of feet above the 8,364foot-high rim of the crater and
streamed to the northeast.
For days, scientists have been
warning that the volcano could blow
at any moment with enough force to
endanger lives and property. Bue
geologists said Tuesday a more likely
scenario was weeks or months of
smaller-scale venting, with the possibility lava could enlarge the dome
within the mountain's gaping crater.
"There's not necessarily going co be
a big one," said Jake Lowenscern, a
U.S. Geological Survey volcanologist.
Scientists have said all along there
was little chance of a repeat of the cataclysmic 1980 eruption that killed 57
people and coated much of the
N orthwest witl1 ash.

view of how to wage the war on terrorism. The president believes tltat chis is a
broad war on terrorism and tl1at's why
he has outlined a two-prong strategy
for winning the war on terrorism,"
McClellan said.
Republicans are hoping Cheney will
show up his youthful counterpart and
stifle tl1e grousing about Bush's scowling performance in his debate with
Kerry. Edwards, a youchfol fuse-term
senator without Cheney's long record
of government service, spoke at a predebate forum designed as a show of
confidence.
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FOES:
CONTINU.EO FROM AO.CE 12

d1ances the way, Howartl1 said.
Howarth also believes that, in a
lot of ways, Drake plays a similar
style co his own squad.
"They (Drake) will play long but
can also play the game short,"
Howarth said.
Drake has a striker in Matt
Nickell, who the Panthers will need
to keep a close eye on.
T he Creighton Blue Jays are one
of the best men's soccer programs in
the country.
T hey have been ranked at the top
of national men's soccer polls and
consistently have been near the top
of the Missouri Valley Conference.
"They (Creighton) are a very
good team, but they are beatable,"
Howarth said.
Always being one of the top
teams in the conference, the Blue
Jays might not be as strong as they
have been in previous years,

HOME:
CONTINUED FROM AO.CE 12

Wtnkeler said.
And the Panthers' game plan
won't change from their earlier meeting.
"What we wanted to do before
was dictate tl1e pace of the game,
which we did," Wtnkeler said. "We
want to change the pace, make it a
power game and a quick game.
"They can't stay with that because
they aren't physically matched to do
it."
Gerth said the Governors' style is
still dangerous.
"They are probably the scrappiest
team in the OVC," she said. "They
get a lot of digs, and that frustrates

IRONHORSE:
C O NTINUED FROM A\CE 12

year with a three.round total of 219;
he finished 1-tmder-par in tl1e first
rotmd and tluee-under-par in the second rotmd.
Sloac's final row1d was more of a
struggle as he shot a seven-over-par 79.
Even though his last round was his
worst, he still managed to win the
tournament by four shots over
Jonathan Novak from Butler.
A Junior chis year at Eastern, Ben
Wochner finished 21st lase year at
Ironhorse with an 18-over-par 234.

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

~i
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

Howarth said.
They still are not a team to be
taken lightly, however.
The Panthers do seem to have a
few things to their advantage when
they play the Blue Jays on Sunday.
One is the face chat many of
Creighton's games are at their home
field where they play extremely well.
"H opefully this will be a change
for chem since tlley have played a lot
of their games at home," Howarth
said. "They may have to adjust to
the field."
Creighton's home field has pro
nut; which is a type of grass that is
very fast in play compared to normal grass, according to H owarth.
Eastern is hoping chat Creighton
will play a little slower on a field that
they are slightly less accustomed to.
The Panthers will have to be able
to stop Julian Nash on offense and
be able to gee through a tough
defense led by the Missouri Valley
Conference defensive player of the
year, Matt Wieland.
every team they play.
"Teams are used co seeing chose
shoes drop."
Gerth got used to seeing her shots
drop in the Panthers' first meeting
with Tennessee Tech. H er 33 kills
led the way for Eastern and stabilized the offense along with freshman setter Maren Crabtree's 65
assists, a career-high.
Crabtree said better ball control
would allow the Panthers to utilize
all of their weapons. And chose
weapons are ready to fire in front of
a home crowd.
"We're getting better at all the little things right now," Crabtree said.
'Tm excited to come home.
"We're 12-3, halfway through our
season, and no one here has even
He was seven-over-par in the first
round, one-under-par in the second
round and 12-over-par in tl1e third
round.
According to Monce!, even though
the teams are fui.rly close in skills,
Southeast Missouri State and
Evansville separated themselves in last
year's tournament.
A year ago, SEMO had four out of
their five players finish in tl1e top 30,
and Evansville had four out of their
five in the top 50.
The Eastern Invitational will be
held October 10-12 at Tuscola's
Ironhorse Golf Course.
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VOLLEYBALL PREVIEW

South Side delivers assets

STANDINGS

Chicago trio goes back as far as high school and club team
BY

DAN WOIKE

STAFF WRITER

The Panther volleyball ceam is hoping a link
co che pasc can equal a successful furure.
Junior oucside hiccer Sarah Niedospial, sophomore oucside hitter Mary Welch and freshman
middle hitter Kera Griffin all spent time in
Illinois' premiere high school volleyball program
- Mother McAuley.
"They play a lot of big-time matches at
McAuley, and by now they're used to it," head
coach Brenda Winkeler said.
Since 1975, the first year the Illinois High
School Spores Association held a state girls volleyball championship tournament, Mother
McAuley has taken the title 12 times.
Niedospal and Griffin botl1 graduated from
McAuley, and Welch attended me school for two
years before transferring to Marion Catholic,
which is also on Chicagds South Side. The iliree
also all played for me same club volleyball team,
2nd City.
The teammates similarities extend past meir
volleyball past.
"On the South Side tl1ey have meir own confidence level," Wmkeler said.
Niedospal said her hometown challenges
players, and the South Side eimer makes or
breaks all of those who participate.
"We're all really competitive," she said. "It's a
Soutl1 Side thing; we have a ton of good players
around us.
''.And if you aren't competitive, you won't be
able to survive."
The trio has done more than survive; all three
have mrived. Winkeler said ilie mree are versa-

ovc
TEAM
RECORD
Jacksonville State
4 -0
Eastern Kentucky
4-0
Eastern Illinois
4-0
Morehead State
3-1
Austin Peay
2-2
Samford
2-2
Tennessee Tech
1-3
Tennessee-Martin
1-3
Tennessee State
0-3
Murray State
0-4
Southeast Missouri
0-3

tile, hardworking players - valuable assets to a
coach.
"We play real~' scrappy, and we give a lot of
effort in practice," Niedospal said. "We come
from a place where defense is so important along
wim keeping the ball in play. We dive for a lot of
balls."
However, their intensity and
mentality can be mistaken for
less favorable traics.
"People tell me I
always give people across
tl1e net iliese really dirty
looks," Welch said. "I don't
know ifl do it; I'm nice."
Griffin isn't known for an
evil eye, but ramer for her
remarkably auilient.ic monkey
notses.

OVERALL
RECORD
13-2
13-3
12-3
4-10
5-10
4-9
5.9
3 .9
3-14
3.7
1-12

OVC STATS
KILLS (minimum 3.00 per game)
GP
1. ALDRIDGE, Lesley-EKU
58
2. GERTH, Erica-EIU
54
3. KENNEDY, Jennifer-MOR 52
4. BUNNAGE, Kimberly-MUR 34
5. MORROW, Anne-TIU
54
ASSISTS (minimum of 5.50 Per Game)
GP
1. CRABTREE, Maren-EIU
54
2. JENNINGS, Kelly-EKU
58
3. GARLAND, Casie-MOR
52
4. DETURCK, Jamie-APSU
49
5. BAUMSTARK, Jamie-SEMO 45

"She
always cracks
me up," Welch
"Whoever is sitt.ing next to her
will be laughing."
Niedospal knows that her Souili
Side confidence and attitude occasionally give
people false impressions.
"People always say that the first time tl1ey
meet me, I'm really intimidating," she said.
Buc instead of being scared or intimidated, me
Panmers have caught a bit of the Souili Siders'
contagious confidence.

No.
305

273
232
134
202

No.
749
734
620
555
461

BLOCKS (minimum of 5.50 Per Game)
GP
No.
1. GUARD, Liz-EKU
56
65
2. BROZEK, Kasha-EKU
59
56
3. BREIT, Abbey-JSU
59
59
4. BISHOP, Robin-SAM
47
44
5. WUSSOW, Laura-APSU
45
50

Three Panthers on this year's team, including
sophomore outside hitter Mary Welch, have
come to Eastern from high school
volleyball powerhouse Mother McAuley.

STEPHEN
H AAS/THE DAILY

EASTI:RN NEWS

DIGS (minimum of 3.75 Per Game)
GP
I . NOBILIO, Brittany-EKU
56
2. WEST, Kisha-JSU
46
3. SCANNELL, Lauren-SEMO 45
4. GERTH, Erica-EIU
54
5. BURKHALTER, Julie-APSU 53

No.
330
254
210

243
223

FIVE THINGS TO LOOK FOR
LANTZ ARENA
The volleyball team has been looking for
Lantz Arena for over a month now. The
Panthers have spent all that time on the road,
which has consisted of 15 matches. But the
road has not been unkind to this year's team,
in fact it has been the opposite. Eastern has
gone undefeated in their first four games
within the Ohio Valley Conference, and
overall, the Panthers have gone 12-3 in their
15 road games that have started the season.
While the team has not complained about
travelling so much this year, they have admitted to looking forward to their return home
this weekend.

THE MIDDLE ATIACK

BALL CONTROL

!'or Eastern, the middle of the floor might be
the most important area on the court for the
team. The Panthers hope that things will be
opened up for the front line when the opposing defenses respect the middle players. With
the likes of senior Shanna Ruxer, junior
Megan Kennedy, sophomore Kara Sorenson
and freshmen Kera Griffin the Panthers have
had enough so far this season to open things
up for the rest of the offense. The middles for
Eastern have been a major reason !hat senior
Erica Gerth is second in the OVC in kills and
freshman Maren Crabtree leads the OVC in
assists.

When having to return serves, Eastern has
applauded their own mental intensity along
with the physical execution when in that situation. When Eastern controls the ball and
returns seNes in an effective manner lhe previously mentioned players in the middle
come into play and the offense is once again
kicked into gear. Ball control also plays a
large role in how effective the passing is
throughout the team, and allows the offense
to run as smoothly as it can. Eastern head
coach Brenda Winkeler has seen her team
has become more of a team, something she
credits to the IM)rk they have put in together.

MAREN CRABTREE

ERICA GERTH
The all-time kills leader is on a mission to

Perhaps one of the most important reasons

b-O<lk mark her career in the best way possi-

for Eastem's rurn around this season, the

ble. It has been a mystery to the outside hit-

freshman setter has come in and made an

ter why the two middle years of her career
became unsuccessful after the Panthers had
been a winning team her freshman

~ar.

Playing in her first game at Lantz Arena this
season on Friday, Gerth will be looking to
continue the successful start she and the

impact on the team as quickly as possible.
The setter position has changed hands from
year-to-~ar

recently for Eastern, but may

have found some stability with this young
setter now in place. Crabtree leads the OVC

Panthers have had so far this season. Eastern

in assists and has made Eastern's attack more

is currendy tied for first place in the OVC, a

fluid and effective. She is one of only three

position they have not been very close to in

freshmen on this

the past couple of years.

helped fuel this year's offensive effort.

~ar's

Panther team and has

OrJne,.
on the square

Wednesday
$1 Drafts
$250 UV
Bags are Back!

We've got
the
prescription
for a
successful
business...

i...,~v.~;;..-;,:RM-t~Rl!6

UM

TOMORROW ( P G) Oaily 4:20. 6:40 0:15
LADDER 49 ( PG-13) 4:00. 7:00, 0:35
FORGOTTEN (PG·13) Oaiy' 5:00, 7:30.
9:50
S HARK TALE (PG) 3:45. 4:40, 6:20. 7:15,
9:45. 0:45

.
If you purchase ten or more inches in the Homecoming
Guide, you will receive one free color (blue) to place in
your advertisement. The guide will run on Friday,
October 15th. Call your DEN advertising representative
at
581- 2816 toda to lace our ad.
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Family ties
Inspired by family
members, Vincent
Webb is having a
breakout year
8v

JOHN H OHENADH

SPORTS REPORTER

Sophomore running back Vincent
Webb's dad is a former boxer, his
cousin's

godfather

is

Evander

Holyfield, and he and his cousins used
to compete in everything they did.
Despite all the boxing blood in his
family, his father wouldn't let the
younger Webb enter that world.
Instead, he led his son to football.
While at his home Webb's competitive spirit was honed over games,
whether they included games in his
backyard with his cousins or on the
play station.
Webb's competitive background
helped him gain 155 yards on the
ground and score four touchdowns
last Saturday against Southeast
Missouri.
Against Eastern Michigan, Webb's
funily came co watch him play, and
after the game Webb went to his two
younger brothers and told them he was
sorry he didn't score a touchdown for
them. Webb told chem he<I get one for
them neicc weekend against SEMO.
"I have three brothers and a sister,"
Webb said. "I got one touchdown for
each sibling this week."
There was another person at the
game last weekend who was happy to
see Webb perform the way he did.
"I was extremely happy to see
Vincent do a good job," said Webbs

STE PHEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Sophomore running back Vincent Webb had a career day last Saturday when he rushed for over 150 yards and four touchdowns.
cousin and SEMO cornerback Marco
Tipton. '~t the same time, I know I'm
going to hear it from him. But I didn't get to play because I'm injured, so
I can use that as an excuse."
Growing up Tipton and Webb
were eictremely close and remain close
to this day.
"I talk to him every day," Webb
said. "We're almost like brothers."
In face, Tipton wears number 29 at
SEMO and is a little older than
Webb. When Webb came to Eastern,
he chose number 29, also.
"We have to keep (the number) in
the family," Tipton said.
The two cousins went to the same
high school, they live in the same
neighborhood and are a part of the
same family. When it came time to
decide what college to go to, Tipton

chose SEMO while Webb chose
Eastern.
"I got a lot of offers to play cornerback in college, but I wanted to play
running back," Webb said. "As I got
older I realized that I liked to run the
ball more than I liked to cackle."
Webb finally got Eastern to look at
him late in the recruiting season, and
by that time, Eastern had run out of
scholarships to give, so Webb had to
walk on.
"It's interesting to think he came to
us as a walk-on," Head Coach Bob
Spoo said.
When Webb got here, Eastern's
starting running back was J.R. Taylor
and back-up Andre Raymond also
saw a lot of carries that year. But
Webb used the time behind the other
talented running backs to pick up on

a few things.
"I learned a lot from those guys,"
Webb said. "I picked up on small
things like blocking assignments and
patience."
The spring after his freshman year,
the coaching staff decided Webb
showed through his hard work and
effOrt that he deserved a scholarship.
"His mind is what makes him a
good football player," Tipton said.
"He's so mentally tough, and what I
mean when I say chat is you'll have
people telling him he can't do something and he'll just smile. He's got,
like, this inner confidence."
There are a few unique things to
Webb and his famil}ls lifestyle that he
likes to utilize on his uniform.
Before each game Webb gets his
wrists taped, and on the tape he writes

"God bless."
"I come from a very religious family, so I started doing that my freshman
year of college," Webb said. "I didn't
make my abilities; God gave them to
me. I write that on my wrist for protection, and it helps me perform
well."
"God definitely blesses him,"
Tipton said. "We've been going to
church together since we were
younger, and now were caking it seriously. It keeps us grounded."
While Webb may feel that only
God knows what his foture is, Spoo
feels Webb is capable of having more
games like the four touchdown performance this past week.
"If he does, it certainly won't be
through lack of effort," Spoo said. "I
anticipate he'll play well every game."

But chis year was d.ifierent. It was
different because we did awesome last

would tie for the most wins on the
team, I would have laughed in your
fuce, even though Maddux is my
favorite Cub at the moment.
I argued countless times about how
improved the Cubs lineup was, and it
was much improved, but all their hitters had d1e same mindset when they
went up to the plate. That mindset was
to hit the ball out of the ballpark
because chicks dig the long ball. Man,
do I miss Kenny Lofton now.
We got Nomar! Yay! This move
reminded me of when we finally
coaxed Fred McGriff to come to the
Cubs for the stretch run in 2001, and

every Cubs fun knew he was d1e ticket
to the dance. Guess what happened
d1C11. We fell short. Guess what happened this year. We fell shore.
I was writing a column during game
six of last year'.s NLCS and was very
happy the way Mark Prior was cruising. The man was absolutdy on cruise
control, but being a Cubs fun I knew it
would all come crashing down at some
point. And what do you know? It did.
At the beginning of the year, I
looked at this team on paper and compared it to every other team in the
league and told myself, "This is the
year." Ofoourse, when a Cubs fun says
dlis it doesn't mean much to anyone
else, because G.1bs fans say it every year.

Sammy Sosa, Moises Alou, Aramis
Ramirez and Derrick Lee, chances are
you'd be worried.
To tell you the truth, on certai.n
nights that opposing pitcher had great
reason to be worried, but on nights
when one of those bats wasn't hot, it
seemed the other four weren't hot
either, which meant extra wind blowing towards the outfield in d1e form of
heavy swingers not making any contact
with the pill.
So we worit be in the playoffS this
year because we lost seven of our last
10 games, which would have been
somewhat acceptable if we were playing the American League All Scar team
all ten of those games, but we weredt.

We were playing the New York Mees
and the Cincinnati Reds. Are you kidding me?!?
So chis year leaves me saying, "Wait
'til next year," like so many years past.
All I can hang my hat on after this season is the fact we swept the Chicago
White Sox in a three- game series at
Wrigley Fidd.
It's sad co see this season end the way
it did. There are so many other things I
want to rant and rave about right now,
but I dorit think anyone wants to read
a whole newspaper about how I think
the Cubs should be in d1e playoffS and
all that jibber jabber.
fll leave you with this...wait 'ti! next
year.

ICYMuG,

Dall1ko.
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year and then went out and improved
our tean1 in the off-season. But it was
all fur naught.
The pitching staff never seemed to
be healthy all at the same time. The
Cubs started off the year with Sergio
Mitre in the scarring rotation. Prior was
hurt, Keriy Wood was hurt and suspended and Oement was hurt, which
left Maddux and Zambrano, the only
two starters on the Cubs, to not miss a
start.
As for the Cubs lineup, it was hit or
miss all year. Ifyou looked at it this
year from an opposing pitcher's viewpoint and saw C.Orey Pattei:son,
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PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY

3 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

M EN'S SOCCER VS. D RAKE

Women3 Soccer at Jacksonville State
Volleyball vs. Austin Peay
SATURDAY

W OMEN'S R UGBY VS. A RKANSAS S TATE

Volleyball vs. Tennessee Tech
fQotball at Eastern Kentucky
WEDNESDAY, 0crOBER 6, 2004

&stern Illinois University, Charleston

Welcome Home
Eastern back
at Lantz for
first time in 15
matches
DANWOIKE

STAFFWRll'ER

STE PH EN

H AAS/THE D\ILY EASTERN NEWS

Junior middle hitter Megan Kennedy hits the ball during practice Tuesday in
Lantz Arena. The Panthers will be playing Austin Peay for the second time this
year after defeating the Governers on Friday.

For the past month the Eastern
volleyball team has been on tour.
They've made 15 stops and have
been beaten in only three of those
matches.
But Friday is the show they've
been waiting for.
The Panthers (12-3, 4-0 Ohio
Valley Conference) rake on Austin
Peay at 7 p.m. in Lantz Arena in
their home-opener. They end
weekend play at 2 p.m. Saturday
against the Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles, also inside Lantz.
Judging from their record, the
Panthers haven't suffered any
homesickness, but senior outside
hitter Erica Gerth said the ream are
excited to defend their turf
"It'll help us play even more
relaxed because we know it's our
time now," Gerth said. "It's our
time to be at home and have that

advantage."
The Panthers will be facing their
opponents for the second rime in
two weeks. Eastern went on the
road and downed the Golden
Eagles (5-9, 1-3) in four games on
September, 25 behind a career-best
33 kills by Gerth.
One day later, they swept the
Austin Peay Governors (5-10, 2-2)
using a balanced attack.
Gerth said she knows both
teams will be our for revenge.
"Both teams are going to come
our with a lot more fire this time,"
she said. "I'm sure they're going to
want to steal a win on the road,
just like we were able to do
(against) them."
The two previous victories don't
guarantee repeat success. Austin
Peay senior outside hitter Sarah
Schramka, the Golden Eagles'
leading attacker, missed the first
match to be at a wedding.
Her return, coupled with Austin
Peay's distinct style of play, could
spell trouble for the Panthers.
"What Austin Peay likes to do is
dig a lot of balls, slow it down,
make it about rips and rolls and
make it a different style of play,"
SEE

HOME
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BALL
~ FOUR
JOHN HOHENADEL
SPORTS REPORTER

Same old
saying for
Cubs fans
If I were a betting man, which I
am, I would have bet anything that
the Cardinals wouldn't have won
the National League Central
Division at the start of the baseball
season.
I would have bet anything that
the Houston Astros would not win
the National League Wild Gird
race when they fotmd themselves
four games under .500 in August.
Finally, I did bet everything that
the Cubs would make d1e playofIS.
I wrote columns about how
great their pitching staff was, and to
be honest, it is a great pitching staff,
but they didn't get the job done
this year.
Ifyou would have told me at the
beginning of the year that Carlos
Zambrano and Greg Maddux
SEE
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Ironhorse beckons again Welcoming
Eastern to host
weekend golf
tournament

Top five finishers at the
2003 EIU Invitational:
Name

Score

1. Dustin Sloat

219

BY ASHLEY RAUP

(Eastern IIiino is)

STAFF WRll'ER

2. Ryan Runser

The men's golf team will host the
Eastern Invitational this weekend
with what is shaping up to be a
tournament of close competition.
The invitational will be held at
the Ironhorse Golf Course in
Tuscola this year, a decision made
due to Eastern Illinois University's
good relationship with the golf
course personnel, Eastern Head
Coach Mike Monce! said.
"This course is the best format for
us and should prove to be a challenging course for everyone," said
Monce!.
Using Ironhorse is nor our of the
norm for Eastern, considering they
have used the course in years past.
Accon:ling to Monce!, the tournament will consist of 12 reams including schools such as Dayton,
Southeast Missouri, Depaul, Notre
Dame, Wisconsin-Green Bay,
Evansville and Bradley with other
teams possibly to follow.
"This year it is hard to say [who
will come out on top]," Monce! said.
"Everyone is pretty close in talent."
Eastern's ream comes into this
tournament with a number of players with experience at Ironhorse.

223
223

(Butler)
Shawn Marshall

223

(Evansville)
3. Robert Dinwiddie
(Tennessee State)

225

4. Kyler Murphey

226

(Detroit Mercy)
5. Mark Searle

229

(Tennessee State)
David Barse

229

(Wisconsin Green Bay)
Dustin Sloat, a junior with the
Panthers, is the defending champion
from last year's invitational at
Ironhorse.
Sloat and teammate Ben
Woclmer, who is also a junior this
year, are considered Easrern's top
players in the upcoming season.
"They've been doing it all this
year," Monce! said.
Sloat finished the touman1ent last
SEE

B Y ADAM DREMAK

SPORTS REPORTER

(Western Illinois)
Jonathon Novak

•
mmore
MVC foes
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After a close loss at home against
Bradley and an overtime victory
against Dmry, the Panthers will look
to defend their home turf once again
this weekend as they play host to two
more conference games.
Eastern plays Drake on Friday at 3
p.m, and then on Sunday they will
play perennial power Creighton at 1
p.m. at Lakeside Field.
Drake was picked to finish sixth in
the preseason conference poll and
have a 4-5-1 record overall and a 0-11 record in conference.
Drake tied Tulsa on Friday Oct. 1
and then lost to Southern Methodist
the following Sunday 0-3.
The Bulldogs are a very physical
team with a lot of bigger players that
can pose problems for the Panthers,
Eastern Head Coach Adam Howarth
said.
"Their sides are strong and wellsized," Howarth said. "They are also a
well-organized ream."
Drake plays a very direct style of
play, meaning they like to get the ball
down field and get their sconng
SEE
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Eastern freshman forward Joel Del Toro and Bradley junior midfielder Will
Shelton reach for a ball Friday afternoon at Lakeside Field. Del Toro amd the
Panthers will play host to MVC opponents Drake and Creighton this weekend.

